1 Introduction

Subsampling an image is often used for compression or computational purposes (i.e. to work with less pixels). The problem of when an image (or any DT signal) can be represented by uniformly spaced subsamples is answered by the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem. Under an appropriate band-limiting condition, a DT signal can be perfectly reconstructed from these subsamples.

Using the framework of universal sampling sets, we can generalize this idea to work with non-uniformly spaced subsamples [1]. For one-dimensional, length $N$ DT signals $f[n]$, a universal sampling set is a set of indices $\{m_i\} \subset \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ such that any $J$-bandlimited signal $f[n]$ can be reconstructed from the samples $f[m_i]$. A $J$-bandlimited signal is a signal whose DFT is supported only on the set of indices $J$. If $N$ is a prime power $p^k$, then [1] gives a complete characterization of all such universal sampling sets.

2 Project

For this project I plan to investigate the use of universal sampling sets in subsampling and reconstructing images. I will take images which are relatively sparse in the DFT domain (such as the radiograph images from HW4), and construct universal sampling sets according to their size. For two dimensional signals, the cartesian product of two one-dimensional universal sampling sets can be used. So, for the example of a 512 $\times$ 512 image, we could find any universal sampling set for length $512 = 2^9$ signals via the results from [1] and form the cartesian product of it with itself. Using this universal sampling set I will subsample the image and attempt to reconstruct it. The interesting part will be to see how faithfully an image can be reconstructed and to what extent noise affects the reconstruction. Using this method, the reconstruction algorithm amounts to inverting a specific submatrix of the DFT matrix, and requires knowledge of the bandlimit set $J$.

As a final part of this project, time-permitting, I will compare the results of this reconstruction to those from popular compressed sensing methods such as the CoSaMP algorithm [4]. These methods have the nice property that the support $J$ does not need
to be known, although they generally do require more samples than simply the sparsity $|\mathcal{J}|$.

I will not be using an android device for this project.
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